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CHANGE MACHINES INTRODUCTION

Change banknotes and/or coins for tokens or up to three specified coin denominations.

Intelligent Vending Ltd supply a range of change machines, suitable for most indoor locations. All 

machines are manufactured in the UK and have a strong reputation for reliability and security, 

established through countless years of proven service and customer satisfaction.

Both wall mounted and free-standing change machines are available and can be configured to meet site 

specific needs. Depending on the model of machine, up to three different denominations of coins or 

tokens can be dispensed in return for banknotes/coins.

The quantity of coin denominations which can be returned by change machines directly relates to the 

quantity of hoppers featured. Hoppers are key components of change machines which store and eject 

the required coins/tokens.

All machines are mains powered and are suitable for indoor use only.
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shopping centres railway stations ticket machines airports supermarkets car parks canteens public toilets

department stores restrooms casinos underground stations kiosks bus stations hospitals cafeterias



C300 WALL MOUNTED CHANGE MACHINES
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The C300 series of wall mounted change machines 

provide flexibility for the customer. Each machine will 

dispense two different coin denominations. The C300 

series also offer great capacity considering the  compact 

machine dimensions.

C300-C: Coin to Coin

The C300 Series...

Machine Options...

C300-N: Banknote to Coin

C300-D: Banknote & Coin to Coin

Features
Count-down display to show the progress of each payout
Full audit facility with both resettable and non-resettable meters
Easy-to-fit wall mounting bracket and fittings
Hopper low sensing and hopper empty alarm
Note box

Security
Highly secure 2mm steel cabinet
Door open alarm
A seven point locking mechanism
High quality note validator
Independent battery powered alarm 

Machine Dimensions 
W 525mm H 597mm D 330mm

Coin Capacity 
Hopper 1: 1500  Hopper 2: 7000

Machine Weight
35Kg

The C300 is available in the following three variants, to 

cater for different format requirements. Depending on 

whether you need to provide change from coins, 

banknotes - or both, there is an option to suit.



EL FREE STANDING CHANGE MACHINES
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The EL range of free standing change machines provide 

strong security and offer high capacity; granting peace of 

mind for the operator. Additionally, EL machines are 

available with up to three hoppers, enabling highly 

flexible payout options.

EL-1: Single Hopper

The EL Series...

Machine Options...

EL-2: Dual Hopper

EL-3: Triple Hopper

Features
Separator fitted to coin mech to deliver coins to cash boxes
Full audit facility with resettable and non-resettable meters
Recycle feature for coins dispensed from the third hopper
Large programmable moving message display
Illuminated fascia
Low level coin sensor
Fully adjustable feet
Test facility for all payouts

Security
Six point locking system
Door open alarm
High quality note validator 
Independent battery powered alarm
Money stored separately in locked compartment

Machine Dimensions 
W 686mm H 1625mm D 432mm

Coin Capacity 
Hopper 1: Approx. 7000  Coins
Hopper 2: Approx. 7000 Coins
Hopper 3*: Approx. 1500 Coins
*EL-3 Only: Coin Recycle Feature

Machine Weight
105Kg

EL machines are available with up to 3 hoppers (up to 3 

different coin denomination payouts). Depending on the 

selected variant, EL machines can accept coins, 

banknotes, or both.   
Any Questions?

please contact us:

info@intelligentvending.co.uk
tel. +44 (0) 1629 825555



REFURBISHED CHANGE MACHINES
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Low cost and high quality - refurbished change machines are ideal for those on a limited budget.

The wall mounted Compacta machine changes notes for 

a single specified denomination of coin. Aptly named, 

the Compacta makes efficient use of space with          

comparatively slim dimensions and a high coin capacity.

Thanks to its highly secure nature, the Compacta change 

machine it is suitable for a variety of environments.

Machine Dimensions 
W 400mm H 490mm D 320mm

The Compacta...

Coin Capacity 
Hopper 1: Approx. 1000  Coins

Machine Weight
26Kg

Features
Count-down display to show the progress of each payout
Full audit facility with both resettable and non-resettable meters
Easy-to-fit wall mounting bracket and fittings
Hopper low sensing and hopper empty alarm
Note box

Security
Highly secure 2mm steel cabinet
Door open alarm
A seven point locking mechanism
High quality note validator
Independent battery powered alarm 

If you have any questions or would like more information on our 
range of change machines, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Tel.  +44 (0) 1629 825555
Fax. +44 (0) 1629 826611

info@intelligentvending.co.uk

Visit us online:
www.intelligentvending.co.uk
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